
ABOUT THE PROMISE FITNESS

AMBASSADOR PROGRAM

Promise Fitness is looking for influential individuals that 
align with the lifestyle and values Promise Fitness has built. 
Our ambassadors need a passion for a fitness lifestyle, a 

drive to support and motivate other members of the 
community, and to keep their promise to themselves 

locked at all times. Our ideal candidate looks to motivate 
and inspire others to better themselves influentially online 

and offline in their local community.

Promise Fitness brand ambassadors positively impact their 
communities and create an uplifting place where everyone 

feels supported in being their authentic selves. 
Ambassadors increase awareness of the brand, drive 
traffic, increase Instagram followers and engagement.

 

WELCOME BLACK PANTHERS!

Welcome to Promise Fitness, where we live life as a Black 
Panther, authentic, strong, and courageous. We stay true 
to ourselves and overcome the challenges that life throws 
at us. Being a Promise Fitness Ambassador is more than 
being an influencer and having a discount code; it is about 
being you. It is about working on your goals while being a 

positive influence and motivator in your respective 
communities. 

Our idea is simple; make a promise and keep it. You have 
chosen to be a leader in our community. We are here to 

motivate, inspire, and create a community where everyone 
feels comfortable being their authentic selves. 

As a Black Panther, you will be able to grow in our 
ambassador program. Sales are not required, but we want 
to provide you with an incentive to grow with us. The more 

sales you can generate, the higher your tier rank will be 
within our program. 

Tier 1 -  A Promise Fitness

Motivator (0-10 Sales)

- 10 % off promo code. 
- Early access to new products and launches.

- Opportunity to be featured on
our website & social media.

Tier 2 - A Promise Fitness

Inspiration (10-25 Sales)

- Promise Fitness gear is now
15%Off for yourself.

- 10% commissions paid via PayPal
or Cash App on any orders you refer

through your coupon code.
- Access to our private Facebook group.

- All benefits from Tier 1 included.

Tier 3 - A Black Panther

Promisor (25 + Sales)

- Promise Fitness gear is now all 30%
off for yourself.

- 15% commissions paid via PayPal
or CashApp on any orders you refer

through your coupon code.
- Inclusion in video posts

for our platform and website.
- All benefits from Tier 2 & 3 included. 


